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Medical insight

A World without Men
Men will no longer be needed, even for the creation of
children. While once thought only to be a ﬁgment of
imagination, the possibility of an all-female society may not
be too far into the future.
Japanese Scientists have created mice pups from two female
mice. No male mice or sperm were involved. The offspring
were all female. Parthenogenesis is deﬁned as reproduction
without fertilization. It occurs naturally in some plant and
insect species. It does not occur naturally in mammals, but like
many other scientiﬁc advancements of the modern day such
as cloning, it can now occur with work in the lab.
Researchers have suggested that it may be possible in the
future to create sperm from women and eggs from men — a
feat, that if achieved, could revolutionise infertility treatments.
The scientists used skin cells from mice to create primordial
germ cells or PGCs. PGCs are the common precursor of both
male and female sex cells.
These cells were then developed into both sperm and eggs.
Scientists used these to create live-bir ths via in vitro
fertilisation.
The technique offers numerous possibilities for reproductive
medicine.
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Parent Focus
Tran Family from USA!
Hi DR. Samit Sekhar and
the team at KIC
Natalie and Nicole are doing
very well. They weight almost
8 l b s t o d a y. We m i s s
H yd e r a ba d a n d S a i K i r a n
Hospital.
Hope we will return someday
to visit and say thanks again!
http://thaiandngan.blogspot.in/

Surrogacy story from Brasil.
A delightful Story from Ivonete,Pedro and Estela.
Estela happened in our lives very quickly. It was in May 2012 during our vacation trip along
the beaches of northeastern Brazil, Brazil, when we watch the television show, Fantastic,
national network, talking a matter of surrogacy in the Kiran Infertility Center. At that time we
decided that we would go to Hyderabad, India, realizing our big dream.
During our walks on the beach, we saw our child running through the sand and said that in
our next vacation trip we would not be alone anymore ...
Wanting information of Kiran Infertility Center, send an e-mail which was promptly answered
by case manager ! And one of the phrases that most encouraged us was: "Bring it on, we all
ready waiting for you, we have a surrogate mother waiting for you!" Those words were very
important to us!
Our e-mail communication among lasted almost thirty days. The desire to have our son was so big that we do not
think the distance between Brazil and India. Everything was very easy and relaxed. So we told Dr. Samit sekhar we
would be in Hyderabad in September 2012.
To our surprise, on 14/08/2012, we come to Hyderabad, Kiran
Infertility Center. So we personally know Dr. Samit Sekhar and
their team. We will never forget that moment. Everything was
perfect. From the entire team at Kiran receive affection, attention
and professionalism. So we begin our process.
Born in April 2013 our Estela, little star that came brighten our
lives. Baby healthy, happy and blessed. The trip back to India now
has a different meaning, a mixture of surprise and reunion: Will
seeing our baby and to review the special people who have contributed to make our dream come true by the
wonderful hands of Dr Samit Sekhar and all medical staff passed our little one. We have no words to thank you. We
are part of this big family. We are eternally grateful.

ivoneteabez@hotmail.com
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Donor Focus
Hi my name is Nadia and I just want to thank Dr Samit Sekhar and all
the staff from Kiran infertility centre - that made my stay and visit
something to remember . Your country was something different and I
regard myself very priviliged to have been able to see your country,
experience your culture and beliefs. It is totally different from SouthAfrica, from what I am used to. I also want to thank The Park hotel for
the nice food and the friendly and kind staff members, you were always
friendly and helpful.

One of our Patients Gary and Tracy got married in London recently,Doctors from our clinic were in london
and Gary&Tracy were generous to invite them over for their wedding
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Team Focus
Celeste Coetzee
With thanks to genuine passion and
hard work , 1year + ago I was
presented with a opportunity that I
honestly LOVE, my name is Celeste
Coetzee I’m the Case-Manager for
Kiran Infer tility Clinic in SouthAfrica. Knowing you are helping
someone in a special way is so
rewarding and special, especially
being a single mother myself and
knowing the joy and fulﬁllment a
child brings into one’s life.

I am thankful to the Kiran Infertility centre and To Dr.Samit Sekhar for
giving me this opportunity to help infertile couples,it is an absolute
honour for me to be involved with the work I do.
Doing work you love is energizing. It creates a virtuous circle. You do
the work and that energizes you, which in turn means that you have
more energy to put into doing the work. It keeps feeding itself like a
perpetual motion machine. You have more energy, on a more
sustainable basis, to put into success.
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Statistics
18 New intended parents joined out Ivf and surrogacy program.
12 Caucasian donors and 8 Indian donors were inducted into the program.
89 Embryo transfers done.
44 Viable pregnancies and 12 births.

Happy Memories at KIC
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Events
Ganesh Puja and Visarjan
Lord Ganapathi, also described as Ganesha, is a very popular and revered Hindu deity and perphaps the most
worshipped God in India. People mostly worship him seeking success in endeavors(siddhi) and intelligence.
(buddhi). He also symbolizes wealth, wisdom, and happiness. He is worshipped before any venture or journey is
embarked upon. Lord Ganapathi, having a curled trunk, one tusk partly broken, large ears, a massive body, four
arms, and the radiance of hundreds of suns, elimintates all obstacles that impede success.
Ganesh Chaturthi, the most sacred festival of Lord Ganesha, occurs in August or September. It is an important event
in India and celebrated with fervor, particularly in the state of Andhrapradesh and Maharashtra.

Khairtabad Ganesh in Hyderabad India is
the biggest statue in the world of lord
Ganesha.
www.kiranivfgenetic.com

Events
Why Ganesh visarjan is performed?
The word “visarjan” is derived from the Sanskrit language and has numerous connotations. However, in the context
of worship or ‘puja’ it refers to the formal concluding rite, in which the presiding deity is requested to depart from
the physical embodiment, speciﬁcally utilised for the puja (usually a murti) in which it was initially invoked. This
‘temporary receptacle’ is then discarded, most often by submersion into running water, such as a river or the sea.

There is another version of story of Ganesh Immersion.
To reserve fresh water of rainy season in ponds, lakes, tanks, and other water bodies, we need to dig out the old clay
or soil in them. To the accordance between environmental awareness and Hindu rituals, Ganesh idols are prepared
with clay of tanks and ponds. But why the clay idols are immersed in the same water from where the artisans picked
out the clay? The clay idol is worshipped with turmeric and some other natural herbs during the Ganpati Navratri.
The herbal characters of these materials help the water animals like ﬁsh, tortoise, etc to grow well.

Author - Dr.Samit Sekhar
Follow his Surrogacy blog:
http://surrogacydoctor.blogspot.in/
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